**SMOKIN'**
The 4' Direct Vent from Spark Modern Fires has a fixed ceramic glass panel with a satin black interior. Interior dimensions: 48.75" W; 13.75" H. Gas type: Natural or LP/propane models are available. sparkfires.com

**SUSPENDED**
The headlight on an industrial tractor was the inspiration for Jacco Maris's Outsider Suspension fixture. Available in black, aluminum, and white finishes. 35.5" W. globalighting.com

**SHAPELY**
Neri & Hu's Common Comrades table family includes Seamstress, a solid birch round stool painted almost fully in red. 15.8" H. mocot.com

**FLEXFORM & THE THREE TABLES**
Flexform's Tris tables come with a solid wood base and a top of marble or wood. Bottom, left to right: 18.5" D x 18 1/8" H; 26 3/8" D x 10 1/4" H.; Available in diameters of 26" and 50". flexformny.com

**CHIC**
The Hubert Dining banquette is shown in raw silk. Available in an L-shape or curved configuration. 90" W x 22" H. bespokebylg.com